Stable Door Lock
The innovative stable door locking solution from Yale.

•
•
•
•

Lockmaster® signature hook and anti-lift pins
Designed to suit composite and timber stable door styles
10 year mechanical guarantee
Made in Britain

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

A composite and timber stable door locking solution incorporating two independent 45mm backset
security locks; securing both top and bottom leafs.

Features
•

Lever operated hook gearbox is used to secure the top leaf or door;
whilst a key turn deadbolt gearbox is used in the bottom leaf

•

Lockmaster® signature hook and anti-lift pins are used on the top and
bottom locking devices

•

Easy reversible latch bolt to minimise stock requirements

•

45mm backset with PZ92mm centre cases

•

Keyed alike Yale Platinum 3 Star Kitemark cylinder sets available to
secure both leafs

Faceplate
•

Yale branded

•

20mm round ended faceplates

Specification
•

PAS 24:2016 security tested

•

BS EN 1670:2007 Grade 5 (480hrs. NSST)

•

Tested to a minimum of 100,000 cycles

•

10 year mechanical guarantee

•

Made in Britain

Part Code:

Part Name:

YSDL001-T

Yale Stable Door Top Lock Assembly

YSDL001-B

Yale Stable Door Bottom Lock Assembly
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THE YALE BRAND, with its unparalleled global reach and range of products,
reassures more people in more countries than any other consumer locking solution.
THE ASSA ABLOY GROUP is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of locking
solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety, and convenience.
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Due to a continuous programme of development the company reserves the
right to make alterations without notice. (Products which are not a stocked
item will be subject to a longer lead time which needs to be agreed with
your Yale representative).

